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Abstrat
The spetrum of integrable spin hains are shown to be independent of the ordering
of their spins. As an appliation we introdue defets (loal spin inhomogeneities in
homogenous hains) in two-boundary spin systems and, by hanging their loations,
we show the spetral equivalene of dierent boundary onditions. In partiular we
relate ertain nondiagonal boundary onditions to diagonal ones.
1 Introdution
There have been an inreasing interest in the reent years in two-boundary spin systems.
This is due to theoretial and pratial reasons. On one hand Nepomehie [2, 3℄ and
Cao et al. [4℄ were able to extend the diagonal Bethe Ansatz (BA) solution of the XXZ
spin hain [1℄ to ertain nondiagonal ases where a onstraint is satised between the
parameters of the two boundary onditions (BCs). On the other hand these models have
interesting appliations in reent problems of statistial physis with open boundaries suh
as the desription of the asymmetri exlusion proess or the raise and peel models, see
for example [6, 7℄. There are developments in similar open spin hains as well, see e.g. the
result on XYZ and XXX models [8, 9, 10℄, but the basi example is the XXZ model, from
whih other interesting models like the lattie sine-Gordon, or the lattie Liouville models
an be derived [13℄.
In the algebrai Bethe Ansatz method a pseudo vauum vetor is needed on whih
the ation of the monodromy matrix is triangular. In the XXX [10℄, XXZ [4℄ and XYZ
[8℄ models this requirement resulted in a onstraint relating the parameters of the two
boundary onditions. The same onstraint appeared also in the funtional relations ap-
proahes in [2, 3℄ for the XXZ, while in [9℄ for the XYZ ases. Sine they show up also in
the Temperly-Lieb formulation of the XXZ spin hains [11, 12℄ we onlude that they are
intrinsially enoded in the system.
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It was observed in [12℄ that ertain nondiagonal BCs in the two-boundary XXZ spin
hain are equivalent to diagonal ones. This was then extended to other spin hains in [30℄.
The aim of the paper is to derive these equivalenes and show the physial origin of
the onstraints. In doing so we analyze inhomogeneous spin hains and show, both in the
periodi and in the open ase, that the spetrum of the transfer matrix/Hamiltonian does
not depend on the atual order of the spins merely on the spin ontent of the hain. We
dene a dierent spin in a homogenous hain as a defet, then we demonstrate how the
equivalenes observed in quasi periodi XXX spin hains [15℄ an be re-derived by moving
defets. In the open ase the nondiagonal BC is represented as a diagonal one dressed by
a defet. The idea is to move the defet, by performing similarity transformations on the
transfer matrix, to the other boundary in order to dress that one instead. In the XXX
model dressing the generi nondiagonal BC gives rise to triangular BC if the onstraint is
satised. In the XXZ model dressing the quantum group invariant BC gives diagonal BC.
Dressing the nondiagonal BC gives upper triangular type BC, whenever the onstraint is
satised. Satisfying two onstraints between the two nondiagonal BCs the spetrum an
be desribed by diagonal BCs on both ends.
The paper is organized as follows: We start by deriving the equivalene in the periodi
hain. Having summarized the notations we introdue defets and show that they an be
shifted without altering the spetrum of the transfer matrix. As a onsequene we derive
orrespondenes between various periodi spin hains, and pedagogially illustrate their
usage on the example of the XXX model. Turning to the boundary problem we reall the
notations, then show how nondiagonal BCs an be desribed by dressing diagonal ones
with defets. The hange of the loation of the defet from one side to the other leads to
equivalenes between dierent BCs. In order to demonstrate the method we analyze the
XXX and the XXZ models in some detail.
2 Equivalenes in periodi hains
Lets summarize the notations in the periodi ase following the paper of Sklyanin [16℄. We
take a solution R : C 7→ End(V ⊗ V ) of the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE)
R12(u12)R13(u13)R23(u23) = R23(u23)R13(u13)R12(u12) (1)
(with uij = ui − uj) whih is symmetri P12R12P12 = R
t1t2
12 = R12 and satises unitarity
and rossing symmetry:
R12(u)R12(−u) = ρ(u) ; R
t1
12(u)R
t1
12(−u− 2η) = ρ˜(u) (2)
Here ρ and ρ˜ are salar fators, P12 permutes the fators in the tensor produt, V ⊗ V , of
the vetor spae V , and the index refers to the fator in whih the operators at, i.e. the
YBE is an equation in V ⊗ V ⊗ V . The transposition in the i-th tensor produt fator is
denoted by ti. Graphially the YBE is represented as
2
3 3
2
1
1
2
For suh a solution of the YBE (1) we dene the assoiative algebra with generators
Tij i, j = 1 . . . dimV as
R12(u12)T1(u1)T2(u2) = T2(u2)T1(u1)R12(u12) (3)
Any representation an be used to dene a spin hain, thus we deal with onrete repre-
sentations. If T1(u1) is represented in the spae Wa then we denote it by T1a(u1), and the
equation takes the following form
R12(u12)T1a(u1)T2a(u2) = T2a(u2)T1a(u1)R12(u12) (4)
whih is alled the RTT equation (RTTE) and an be written graphially as
a a
1
2
2
1
Whenever T1a and T1b are two representations in Wa,Wb, respetively, then T1aT1b is also
a representation in Wa ⊗ Wb. Moreover, if T1a(u) is a solution of the RTTE (4), then
T−11a (−u) and T
−1
1a (u)
t1
are also solutions of the same equation (4).
Comparing the two gures (or the YBE (1) to the RTTE (4)) we observe that we an
always take Wa = V and hoose Tia(ui) = Ria(ui+w), whih, thanks to the YBE (1), also
satises the RTTE (4).
In partiular if the R-matrix, R12(u) is related to the universal R-matrix, R, of a quasi
triangular Hopf algebra as R12(u12) = (πu1 ⊗ πu2)R then (πu ⊗ I)R provides a solution of
the RTT algebra relations (3) and any representation π leads to a onrete realization via
(πu ⊗ π)R.
Suppose that T1±(u) are two solutions of the RTTE (4) in the quantum spaes W±,
then the transfer matries t(u) = Tr1(T1+(u)T1−(u)) form a ommuting family of matries,
i.e. they an be onsidered as the generating funtionals of onserved quantities for the
quantum system on W+ ⊗W−. The typial example is as follows: take a salar represen-
tation on W+ = C with T1+(u) = K ∈ End(V ) and another one on the quantum spae
W− = W ⊗ . . . ⊗W of the form T1−(u) = L1aN (u) . . . L1ai(u) . . . L1a1(u) where the L1ai-s
are the same representations. The transfer matrix orresponds to a losed integrable quan-
tum spin hain with N sites subjet to quasi periodi boundary ondition speied by the
matrix K, whih an be represented graphially as:
3
aN−1aN
...
ai a2 a1
K
1
...
Note that K = id is always a solution, whih orrespond to periodi boundary ondition.
If at one position the representation is hanged from L1ai(u) to L
′
1ai
(u) ating on the spae
W
′
instead of W then we an interpret it as a defet in the spin hain. We an hange all
the representations to have a hain of the form W− = WN+1 ⊗ . . . ⊗Wi ⊗ . . . ⊗W1 with
the orresponding solutions Li1ai , where for N + 1 we an take aN+1 = C and L
N+1
1aN+1
= K
and hoose T1+(u) = id to simplify the presentation. The transfer matrix an be drawn as
aa
...
a a
...
a1a2i−1
W W W W W WN i i−1 2 1N+1
NN+1
1
i
We laim that if there exist a matrix Saiaj (uij) ∈ End(Wi ⊗Wj) suh that
Saiaj (uij)L
i
1ai
(ui)L
j
1aj
(uj) = L
j
1aj
(uj)L
i
1ai
(ui)Saiaj (uij) (5)
whih we all the SLL equation (SLLE) drawn graphially as
i
1
i
j
j
1
then the spetrum of the transfer matrix does not depend on the atual positions of the
representations, merely on the representation ontent of the hain. For this we show that
we an hange any two neighboring operators. Take
t(u) = Tr1(L
N+1
1aN+1
(u) . . . Li+11ai+1(u)L
i
1ai
(u)Li−11ai−1(u)L
i−2
1ai−2
(u) . . . L11a1(u)) (6)
and use the SLLE (5) to replae Li1ai(u)L
i−1
1ai−1
(u) with S−1aiai−1(0)L
i−1
1ai−1
(u)Li1ai(u)Saiai−1(0),
then ommute the operator S = Saiai−1(0) through the other L-s sine they at in dierent
quantum spaes to show that
S t(u)S−1 = Tr1(L
N+1
1aN+1
(u) . . . Li+11ai+1(u)L
i−1
1ai−1
(u)Li1ai(u)L
i−2
1ai−2
(u) . . . L11a1(u))
whih an be drawn graphially as
aa
...
a a
...
a1a2i−1
W W W W WW i−1 2 1i
1
N+1
N+1 N
N
i
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As a onsequene if we have two defets then the atual position of the defets does not
matter, i.e., they do not interat. Moreover, an alternating spin hain is equivalent to
two equal length homogenous hains oupled at two points together. Thus the results on
alternating spin hains [17, 18, 19, 20℄ an be reinterpreted in this sense.
The SLLE (5) looks very nontrivial, but it is almost always satised in the spin hains
onsidered sofar. As an example we mention, that if Wi = V and Wj = W then the
RTTE (4) is equivalent to the SLLE (5) by making the R12 → L12, T1a → L1a, and
T−12a → S2a identiation. In general if a universal R matrix is given, then we an always
hoose Saiaj (uij) = (π
ai
ui
⊗ π
aj
uj )R whih provides a solution of the SLLE (5). Lets see some
onrete examples.
2.1 Defets in the XXX spin hain
Here for pedagogial reasons we reinterpret the results of [15℄ for the SU(2) invariant spin
hain in our language. The R matrix is taken to be
R12(u) =


u+ η 0 0 0
0 u η 0
0 η u 0
0 0 0 u+ η


while for desribing the spin Sj at site j we take the operator
L
Sj
1aj
(u) =
(
u+ η
2
+ ηSzaj ηS
−
aj
ηS+aj u+
η
2
− ηSzaj
)
where Sa represents SU(2) with spin S. For S =
1
2
we an reover the R-matrix itself
L1a(u) = R1a(u). Solving the RTTE (4) we an realize that we have also salar but u
independent solutions:
T1 =
(
A B
C D
)
; AD − BC = 1 (7)
and they orrespond to the global SU(2) symmetry of the model. (Here we supposed
invertibility of this matrix and normalized its determinant to one). It an be used either as
defets in the spin hain or as the L1N+1 = K matrix speifying quasi periodi boundary
onditions in (6) as follows: Lets onsider a hain depited on the next gure
a a1a2
1
1
N
NS S S S S
...
...
G G
G
G
G G
G
G
G
G
N
N
N−1
i
i−1
i−1a
i
Gi−1
2i−1
i−2
G
G
2 1’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’
ai
0
0
1
5
At site i a spin Si representation is introdued on the quantum spae ai via the operator
L
Sj
1aj
denoted by a thik line. Between sites i and i−1 two defets with matries of the form
(7), denoted by Gi−1 and G
′
i−1, are inserted. Finally quasi periodi boundary ondition is
introdued by G of the form (7). Thin lines orrespond to salar solution (7) of the RTTE
(4). The G
′
iL
Si
1ai
Gi−1 triple an be interpreted as the dressing of the spin Si with defets
and this transformation an be used to bring LSi1ai to a triangular form. As was shown
in Appendix B of [15℄ the matrix S exists in (5) so thik and thin lines an be hanged
by similarity transformation. As a onsequene we an move the defets to the left and
desribe the spetrum by the following transfer matrix:
a a1a2
1
1
N
NS S S S S
...
...
i
i−1a
2i−1
ai
G
~
where G˜ = G
∏0
i=N GiG
′
i or any of its yli permutation. Lets onsider two appliations.
Take rst Gi = id for i > 0 and G
′
0 = G
−1
0 and use yliity to show that the spin hain with
quasi periodi BCs speied by G and G˜ = G−10 GG0 are equivalent. This transformation
an be used to diagonalize the matrixG. If we take nowG
′
i = id for all i then we realize that
we an 'ollet' the defets into G˜ = G
∏
iGi and using the previous argument we onlude
that only the eigenvalues of the produt of the defet matries determine the spetrum.
All these statements an be heked on the expliit BA solution of the model in [15℄, where
the independene of the orders of the spins Si is also obvious. The generalization of these
results for the SU(n) ase following the lines in [15℄ is straightforward.
2.2 Defets in the XXZ spin hain
Consider the XXZ spin hain, that is take Uq(sˆl2) to be the quasi triangular Hopf algebra.
The R12(u12) matrix is the universal R matrix taken in the π
(1)
u1 ⊗ π
(1)
u2 representation:
R12(u) =


sinh(u+ η) 0 0 0
0 sinh u sinh η 0
0 sinh η sinh u 0
0 0 0 sinh(u+ η)

 (8)
For L1a(u) we take the same representation written as
L1ai(u) =
(
sinh(u+ η
2
(1 + σzi )) sinh η σ
−
i
sinh η σ+i sinh(u+
η
2
(1− σzi ))
)
(9)
where the operators σi are the standard Pauli matries. The matrix struture always refers
to the representation spae, π
(1)
u1 labeled by 1. This denes a spin
1
2
hain via the transfer
matrix (6) as shown in [16℄.
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For the defet, whih is relevant in the boundary problem, we take the π
(1)
u ⊗ πqu rep-
resentation, where πqu is the q-osillator (q = e
−η
) representation of the Hopf algebra, [21℄.
This gives the following defet operator
T1a(u, β, µ1, µ2) = Γ1
(
eu+βq−J0 J−q
J0
−J+q
−J0 eu+βqJ0
)
Γ−12 (10)
where Γi = diag(e
µi/2, e−µi/2) and the innite dimensional matries, J±, J0 an be written
in terms of the matrix units as
J0 =
∞∑
j=−∞
jejj ; J± =
∞∑
j=−∞
ejj∓1
We have slightly hanged the basis ompared to [21℄. The matries Γi are the onstant
solutions of the RTTE (4) and are related to the global symmetries of the model. They
also an be used to dene quasi periodi boundary onditions as we have already seen in
the example of the XXX model. The analogous solution for the defet equation in the
sine-Gordon theory was analyzed in [24, 25℄. It is lear from the previous onsiderations
that if we have more than one defet only their number, and not their loations, inuenes
the spetrum. The solution of the model even with one defet is an open and interesting
problem. Here we would like to onentrate on how it an be used to derive equivalenes
in the open ase and leave this analysis for a future work.
3 Equivalenes in open spin hains
In desribing an open hain, additionally to the RTT algebra (3), one also introdues two
algebras spanned by T ±ij , i, j = 1...dimV . T
−
orresponds to the right boundary and
satises
R12(u1 − u2)T
−
1 (u1)R12(u1 + u2)T
−
2 (u2) =
T −2 (u2)R12(u1 + u2)T
−
1 (u1)R12(u1 − u2) (11)
whih is alled the boundary YBE (BYBE) and is represented graphially as
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 










 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 










1
2
2
1
There is an analogous equation for T + (f. [16℄). What we atually need is that the
two algebras are isomorphi: for any solution T −(u) of the right BYBE (11) T +(u) =
T −(−u−η)t solves the analogous left BYBE. In dealing with spin hains we are interested
in representations of these algebras T ±1a . It is shown in [16℄ that taken two solutions of the
7
BYBE (11), T ±1 , t(u) = Tr1(T
+
1 (u)T
−
1 (u)) forms a ommuting family of matries and is
the generating funtional for the integrals of motions of an open quantum system. It was
also shown in [16℄ that taking two solutions K∓1 (u) of the BYBE (11) and a solution T1a
of the RTTE (4) then T −1a (u) = T1a(u)K
−
1 (u)T
−1
1a (−u) solves the left (11), while T
+
1a (u) =
(T1a(u)
t1K+1 (u)
t1T−11a (−u)
t1)t1 the right BYBE. Choosing any of these dressed solutions,
T ∓1a , with the other undressed one, K
±
1 , leads to the same transfer matrix:
t(u) = Tr1(K
+
1 (u)T1a(u)K
−
1 (u)T
−1
1a (−u)) (12)
Taking for T1a(u) the one used in the periodi hain T1a(u) = L1aN (u) . . . L1ai(u) . . . L1a1(u)
the transfer matrix, t(u), generates the onserved quantities for an open spin hain with
BCs speied by K+1 and K
−
1 , written graphially as:
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



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 
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

1
1
... ...
a a aN 1i K1
−K1
+
We an introdue defets by hanging a representation at one site, or, similarly to the
periodi ase, we an hange the representations on eah site to have a more general hain
with,
T1− = L
N
1aN
(u)...Li+11ai+1(u)L
i
1ai
(u)Li−11ai−1(u)L
i−2
1ai−2
(u)...L11a1(u)
whose transfer matrix , t(u), an be written graphially as
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

1
a1aN
... ... 1
ai ai−1
W N Wi Wi−1 W1
1
+ K−K 1
Now manipulations similar to those performed in the periodi ase show that any two neigh-
boring representations an be hanged. This leads to a spetrally equivalent desription
by the transfer matrix:
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a1aN
... ... 1
a a
W N W W W1i−1
ii−1
i
1
+ K−K 1
We onlude again that only the representation ontent matters and not the atual order
of the representations. In the typial appliations we take a hain with N + 1 sites and
interpret the rst site with operator L11a1 = T1a(u) as a dressing of the boundary:
K−1a(u) = T1a(u)K
−
1 (u)T
−1
1a (−u) (13)
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(For algebrai analysis of this type of dynamial BCs see [22, 23℄.) The defet an be
moved to the other boundary to dress that one
K+1a(u)
t1 = T1a(u)
t1K+1 (u)
t1T−11a (−u)
t1
(14)
giving equivalenes between dierent BCs, namely the system with BCs K−1 and K
+
1a is
equivalent to the system with dierent BCs desribed by K−1a and K
+
1 , moreover, the
equivalene is independent of the bulk spin ontent of the hain. This isomorphism an
map nondiagonal BCs to diagonal ones as we an see in the next examples.
3.1 Defets in the open XXX model
Here we follow the presentation of the open XXX model of [10℄ but rewrite the results to
our language. The simplest solution of the BYBE (11) has a diagonal form and ontains
one parameter
K−1 (u, ξ¯−)
diag =
(
ξ¯− + u 0
0 ξ¯− − u
)
This solution an be dressed (13) by the defet T1 in (7) to obtain the most general
nondiagonal one
K−1 (u, ξ−, c−, d−) = T1K
−
1 (u, ξ¯−)
diagT−11 =
(
ξ− + u c−u
d−u ξ− − u
)
where the parameters of the defet T1 an be alulated from c−, d− and ξ− whih is the
dressed version of ξ¯−. For the ratios we have two solutions with ǫ = ±1 as
A
B
=
1 + ǫ
√
1 + c−d−
c−
;
C
D
=
1− ǫ
√
1 + c−d−
c−
Consider an open spin hain with bulk spins Si and boundary onditions speied by
K−1 (u, ξ−, c−, d−) on the right and
K+1 (u, ξ+, c+, d+) =
(
ξ+ − u− η −d+(u+ η)
−c+(u+ η) ξ+ + u+ η
)
on the left, whih an be drawn graphially as
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1 1......
aN a a1i
K−
KT 1
−diag
K1
+
1
1
S S SN i 1
Just as in the bulk ase we an move the defet to the other boundary and then the transfer
matrix is equivalently desribed as
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K1
−diag
K1 T
K
+
1
1
+ dressed
S S SN i 1
where now the left boundary is dressed (14) as K+dressed1 = T
−1
1 K
+
1 T1. Demanding the
upper/lower triangularity of the matrix, whih is needed to nd a pseudo vauum in the
BA formulation, we obtain the
1± ǫ
√
1 + c−d−
c−
=
1 + ǫ
√
1 + c+d+
c+
onstraint. Under this ondition BA equations for the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix an
be derived [10℄. If both onditions are satised then the spin hain with two nondiagonal
BCs is equivalent to a hain with diagonal boundary onditions on both sides.
3.2 Defets in the open XXZ model
One of the simplest solutions of the BYBE (11) is
K−1 (u)
QGI = diag(eu, e−u) (15)
whih orresponds to the quantum group invariant (QGI) hain. By dressing it (13) with
the defet (10) with parameters T1a(u) = T1a(u, α−, µ1, µ2) and taking the µ1 =→ −∞
limit we an obtain the most general diagonal solution
K−1 (u, α)
diag =
n(u, α)
2
T1a(u)K
−QGI
1 T
−1
1a (−u) =
(
P+ 0
0 P−
)
(16)
where P± = cosh(u±α−) and n(u, α) = e
α−2u+e−α. Dressing it again (13) with the defet
(10)
T1a(u) = T1a(u, β−, µ1 = γ− − α−, µ2) (17)
we an obtain the following nondiagonal solution
K−1a(u, α−, β−, γ−) = n(u, β−)T1a(u)K
−
1 (u, α)
diagT−11a (−u) =
(
P−+ J−Q
−
+
J+Q
−
− P
−
−
)
(18)
where P−± = e
β−P±+e
−β−P∓ and Q
−
± = ∓e
±γ− sinh(2u). The operators J± are the inverses
of eah other and an be diagonalized on the basis |θ〉 =
∑∞
j=−∞ e
iθj|j〉 as J±|θ〉 = e
∓iθ|θ〉.
Thus eah |θ〉 subspae is invariant under the ation of K−1a on whih it takes the most
general nondiagonal form
K−1 (u, α−, β−, γ−) =
(
P−+ Q
−
+
Q−− P
−
−
)
(19)
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where the eet of the defet is the shift in the parameter γ− → γ− + iθ. Our parameters
are in spirit lose to the parameterization used in the sine-Gordon model [24, 25℄. They
an be related to the (αˆ, βˆ, θˆ) parameters used in [3℄ as αˆ = α− iπ
2
, βˆ = β, θˆ = γ + iπ
2
.
Lets onsider the two-boundary spin
1
2
XXZ hain with nondiagonal BCs on the right
end (19) speied by K−1a(u, α−, β−, γ−) and K
+
1 (u) on the left end. The transfer matrix
an be represented as
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−
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−diag
K1
+
Moving the defet to the other boundary the transfer matrix is equivalently desribed as
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where now the left boundary is dressed.
We start by deriving the equivalene found in [12℄. In doing so we take the QGI (15)
K+1 (u) = K
−
1 (−u−η)
QGI
BC on the left and the dressed diagonalK−1a(u, α−, β−, γ−) on the
right (18). Although the defet depends on µ2 the dressed boundary and orrespondingly
the transfer matrix does not. The dressed left boundary (14) takes the form
K+1a =
1
2
(
eβ−−u−η + e−β−+u+η eµ2(e−2u−2η − e2u+2η)qJ0J−q
J0
0 eβ−+u+η + e−β−−u−η
)
Sine the spetrum does not depend on µ2 we an take the limit µ2 → −∞ and now the
dressed left boundary, K+1a is diagonal K
+
1a = K
−
1 (−u−η)
diag
with α− → α+ = β−, making
equivalenes between, nondiagonal BC K−1 (α−, β−, γ−) on one end and QGI on the other,
with diagonal BCs on both sides K−1 (α−)
diag
and K+1 (β−)
diag
as was observed in [12℄.
As another appliation we take the most general nondiagonal K+1 (u) = K
−
1 (−u − η)
BC (19) with the (α+, β+, γ+) parameters: P
+
± (u) = P
−
± (−u− η) and Q
+
± = Q
−
±(−u− η).
The dressed transfer matrix takes the form
K+1a =
(
P++a q
−2J0e−µ−−ηQ++a
q2J0eµ−−ηQ+−a P
+
−a
)
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P+±a =
∑
ǫ=±
(e±ǫβ−P+ǫ ∓ e
±ǫ(u±µ−)Q+ǫ J−ǫ)
Q+±a =
∑
ǫ=±
ǫ(e±ǫ(u+η)P+ǫ ± e
±ǫ(β−+η±µ−)Q+ǫ J−ǫ)J±
We see that the |θ〉 subspae is not invariant under the ation ofK+1a sine q
±J0|θ〉 = |θ+iη〉.
( In most of the ases η is purely imaginary). If we demand a highest/lowest weight property
of the vetor |θ〉, or some other words, the lower/upper triangularity of the matrix we obtain
the following onstraint
β+ ∓ (α+ − γ+) = β− ∓ (α− − γ− − iθ) + η (20)
whih, using the disrete symmetries of the model, is the analog of Nepomehie's onstraint
[2, 3, 29℄. This ondition is suient to nd a referene state in the BA [4, 13℄. The two
hoies of signs are related as β± ↔ −β± and η ↔ −η. This transformation does not
hange the Hamiltonian whose spetrum we are desribing (see [3℄) merely its realization
in terms of the transfer matrix. Similarly the same Hamiltonian an be desribed in terms
of dierent Temperly-Lieb algebras [26℄ and the two onstraints orrespond to exeptional
representations of the two algebras, respetively. If we demand both onstraints
β+ = β− + η ; α+ − γ+ = α− − γ− − iθ
the |θ〉 subspae beomes invariant on whih the dressed left boundary matrix (14) takes
the form K+1a = f(u)K
−
1 (−u − η, α+)
diag
with f(u) = 4 cosh(u + β+) cosh(u − β−). This
shows that the two-boundary spin hain with nondiagonal BCs speied by K+1 and K
−
1a
an be desribed by a spin hain with diagonal BCs speied by K
−diag
1 and K
+
1a on the
two ends. One an hek that under these irumstanes the nondiagonal BA equations
[3℄ are equivalent to the diagonal ones [2℄.
We note that the equivalenes derived here are valid for any value of η. For speial
values, however, the defet admits a nite dimensional representation, whih might lead to
other equivalenes observed in [26℄, or help to understand the derivation of BA equations
for speial ases in [27, 28℄.
4 Conlusion
To sum up we have established an equivalene between dierent spin hains: we have shown
that under quite general (integrable) irumstanes the spetrum of the hain depends only
on its representation (spin) ontent and not on the atual order of the representations. We
have suessfully applied this equivalene to make orrespondene between dierent BCs.
We demonstrated the mahinery on the examples of the XXX and XXZ spin
1
2
hain, where
we mapped the system with speial nondiagonal BCs to diagonal ones. This equivalene is
quite general, however, and an be extended to other two-boundary spin systems, like to
the higher representation of SU(2) or higher rank algebras [10, 15, 30℄, in order for making
12
equivalenes between dierent BCs. An advantage of the method is, that it is neessary to
solve one model from eah equivalene lass only.
Finally we note that the analogue of dressing the boundary with defets was already
analised in onformal eld theories [31℄, in integrable quantum eld theories [32℄ and in
lassial eld theories [33℄. The straightforward generalization of our ideas to these theories
leads to equivalenes between various BCs in their two-boundary versions.
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